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Many incentives in organizations arise not through explicit formal incentive contracts but
rather implicitly through career concerns. This paper models career concerns through agents trying
to manipulate the market assessment of their future productivity. The information flow from
current actions to market assessment is therefore crucial in determining the nature of these incentives. Improved information may either increase or reduce incentives. The impact of information
provides a major distinction between the explicit and implicit incentives model. The paper derives
general results on comparisons of information structures which serve as counterparts to the standard results on information structures in the principal–agent model: sufficient statistic, impact of
a Blackwell garbling, comparison of inclusive information structures.

1. INTRODUCTION
The past 25 years have witnessed the development of incentives theory. Most attention has been devoted to formal or explicit incentives, such as piece rate wages, bonuses
and stock options. A broad set of insights has been derived for the paradigm of explicit
incentive schemes under moral hazard 1 and adverse selection.2 Equally important in
reality are implicit incentives, in the form of career concerns, inside or outside the organization. These play a key role in all organizations, private and public, but are particularly
strong in the government sector, where formal incentives schemes are often crude and
constrained. In this sector, elections, promotions, and future employment in the private
sector are major motivations to expend effort in the current job.
¨
In a seminal paper, Holmstrom (1982b) provided a tractable model of career concerns, whose simplest version goes as follows. There are two periods, today and tomorrow.
Today’s performance ( y) by a manager, is the sum of her talent (θ), and of current effort
(a). The distribution of talent has full support, and talent is unknown to everybody (so
¨
1. See for example Mirrlees (1999), Shavell (1979), Holmstrom (1979, 1982a), Grossman–Hart (1983),
¨
Jewitt (1988, 1997), Holmstrom–Milgrom (1991), Kim (1995).
2. See e.g. Mirrlees (1971) and Guesnerie–Laffont (1984).
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there is symmetric information at date 1). Effort is observed only by the manager, and
costs her ψ (a). Performance is observable by everyone but not describable ex ante in a
formal compensation contract. The manager is thus paid a fixed wage t1 today, and so
the manager exerts effort solely to influence her wage tomorrow. For simplicity, assume
this wage t2 ( y) is the market’s assessment of her productivity, E(θ uy). If δ is the discount
factor between the two periods, the manager maximizes
t1Aψ (a)Cδ t2 ( y).
In a pure strategy equilibrium with equilibrium effort a*, t2 ( y)GyAa*GθCaAa*
¨
and so ψ ′(a*)Gδ . Holmstrom (1982b) generalized this model in a multiperiod setting to
the case of a normally distributed talent and an additive normally distributed noise to
¨
performance. While Holmstrom’s paradigm has generated a number of applications, it
has received much less attention than that of formal incentives. This paper generalizes the
career concerns model, in order to evaluate the robustness of the insights derived from
¨
the Holmstrom model and to compare the career concerns paradigm with the formal
incentives one and provide a basis for further research.
The core of this paper, Sections 3 through 6, compares information structures. Two
results on information systems are prominent in the explicit incentives literature. The
¨
sufficient statistic theorem of Holmstrom (1979) and Shavell (1979) states that an observable z is redundant in the construction of an agent’s incentive scheme given the availability
of another observable y if and only if y is a sufficient statistic for ( y, z) when estimating
effort. Second, a Blackwell garbling of the information system raises agency costs (e.g.
Grossman–Hart (1983)). More recently, Kim (1995) shows that, provided the first-order
approach is valid, agency costs increase (information deteriorates) when the distribution
of the likelihood ratio incurs a mean-preserving spread. We may wonder whether analogous results hold in the implicit incentives model.
Our propositions on the comparison of information systems have two main benefits.
First, they identify the general determinants of implicit incentives. Second, they allow
comparisons of the impact of alternative information structures on career concerns in
specific applied models for which, as is usually the case, closed form solutions are unavailable. Section 4 introduces a key ingredient for the comparison of information structures:
the likelihood ratio martingale property. Section 4 derives a sufficient statistic result, par¨
alleling that of Holmstrom (1979) for the case of explicit incentives. Section 5 obtains
general conditions under which Blackwell garblings of information increase or decrease
implicit incentives. Section 6 shows that weaker comparisons of information structures
can do if we make stronger assumptions on the distributions of some random variables,
e.g. Fisher information for exponential families. Lastly, Section 7 summarizes our analysis
and concludes.
2. THE MODEL
2.1. Description
There are two parties, called the ‘‘agent’’ and the ‘‘market’’ (or the ‘‘organization’’, or the
‘‘principal’’). The agent chooses an unobservable vector of ‘‘actions’’ or ‘‘efforts’’ aG
(a1 , . . . , an)∈R n and incurs private cost c(a). The market then observes a vector of observables or performance variables yG( y1 , . . . , ym)∈R m and takes actions that result in
benefit or reward t for the agent, whose utility is then
tAc(a).
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The reward t reflects the market’s expectation of an unknown parameter θ conditional on
the observables y. As in the standard career concerns model, θ will be referred to as the
‘‘agent’s talent’’ and in the entire paper is taken to be a scalar. Quite generally, let f (θ, yua)
denote the joint density of talent and observables given effort vector a. Let

#

ˆ
f ( yua)G f (θ, yua)dθ,
denote the marginal density of the observables. The agent’s reward for performance variables y and equilibrium actions a* is thus
f (θ, yua*)
tGE(θ uy, a*)G θ ˆ
dθ.
f ( yua*)

#

ˆ
Let ca and f a denote the gradients with respect to efforts of the cost function and of the
marginal distribution (‘‘subscripts a’’ will be replaced by ‘‘primes’’ when nG1).
¨
Remark. In many applications of the model (including Holmstrom’s original career
concerns model), the density f is separable
f (θ, yua)Gg(θ)h( yu θ, a).
That is, the agent’s talent θ is drawn from some distribution g(·) independent of a and
performance y is a stochastic function of talent and effort. Our more general formulation
allows for situations in which effort affects the reward even if it is observed. For instance,
in a career concerns model with learning by doing, θ stands for the agent’s ‘‘second-period
talent’’, which results from her intrinsic talent and the ‘‘first-period effort’’.
Example 2.1. The single-task additive-normal career concerns model. The two-period
¨
version of Holmstrom’s model has nGmG1 and an additive-normal structure. There are
two dates, τ G1, 2. The agent’s effort aτ n0 generates observable but noncontractible profit
yτ for her date-τ employer, where

θ∼ N

yτ GθCaτ Cε τ ,
r 2
(θ, σ θ ) and ε τ ∼ N (0, σ 2ε ),

and θ and the ε τ s are all independently distributed.
¯
In the ‘‘first period’’ of the model, the agent receives a fixed wage t1 . She then exerts
effort a1 n0 at private cost ψ (a1). ‘‘Period two’’ being the last period, she no longer has
career concerns and she exerts a2 G0. Her second-period wage is determined in a competitive labour market and is equal to her expected marginal productivity conditional on her
first period performance y1 and equilibrium effort a*1
t2 GE(θ uy1 , a*1 ).
The discount factor between the two periods is δ and so the agent’s utility is
t1Cδ E(t2)Aψ (a1).
¨
The Holmstrom model fits the general model with t ≡ t2 , a ≡ a1 , y ≡ y1 , c(a)Gψ (a)yδ . The
joint distribution of θ and y given a, which is bivariate normal, satisfies
r
f (θ, yua)Texp[−(θAθ)2y2σ 2θ ] exp[−( yAθAa)2y2σ 2ε ],
where ‘‘T’’ stands for ‘‘proportional to’’.
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Remark. The model is thus a ‘‘two-period’’ model (effort in period 1, reward in
period 2). Its extension to more than two periods is, except in the additive normal case, a
complex matter that is left for future research. In a multi-period context, the agent
acquires private information about the marginal productivity of her effort and the impact
of effort on future wages—except when effort affects performance additively and distributions are normal—and so the agent’s dynamic optimization programme must account
for the impact of alternative choices of effort on her learning of information about
productivity.
2.2. A general formula
Suppose that the market anticipates equilibrium effort vector a*. The agent chooses a so
as to maximize her expected utility
max E[E(θ uy, a*)]Ac(a),

(2.1)

where the first expectation is with respect to performance and the second with respect to
talent. Assuming an interior solution,3 the first-order condition for an equilibrium is
d
da

1#1# θ

ˆ
f (θ, yua*)
dθ f ( yua)dy
ˆ
f ( yua*)

2

2*

Gca (a*),
a Ga*

or

##

ˆ
f a ( yua*)
θf (θ, yua*) ˆ
dydθ Gca (a*).
f ( yua*)

ˆ ˆ
Using the fact that the (multidimensional) likelihood ratio has zero mean (E( f a yf )G0),
we can rewrite the equilibrium condition as
ˆ
fa
cov θ, ˆ Gca (a*),
(2.2)
f
ˆ ˆ
where ‘‘cov’’ denotes the covariance of two random variables.4 The vector cov (θ, f a yf )
describes the agent’s marginal incentives.
So, our first result is:

1 2

Proposition 2.1 (Equilibrium condition). In an equilibrium of the career concerns
model, the gradient of the cost function is equal to the covariance of talent and the likelihood
3. If we impose a lower bound on the effort vector ana¡ , as we will do in some of our examples,
Proposition 1 must be written with complementary slackness:
ˆ
fa
(aAa¡ )· cov θ, ˆ Aca (a*) G0.
f

3 1 2

4

4. It is interesting to compare condition (2.2) for an implicit incentive scheme with the standard formula
¨
for explicit incentive schemes (Mirrlees (1999), Holmstrom (1979), Shavell (1979), Jewitt (1988)). Suppose the
agent receives an explicit transfer t( y) contingent on performance y and has utility u(t) from income t. Then the
first-order condition for the agent is
ˆ
fa
cov u(t( y)), ˆ Gca (a*).
f
This comparison suggests why (a version of) the sufficient statistic result for explicit incentives carries over to
implicit ones (see Proposition 5.1).

1

2
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ratio
ˆ
fa
cov θ, ˆ Gca (a*).
f

1 2

Application to the single-task additive-normal model. With nGmG1 and yGθCaC
r ε
Ca
with θ and ε independent random variables,
y
is
normally
distributed
with
mean
θ
ˆ
and variance σ 2θCσ 2ε . Consequently, f ( yua) is proportional to
r
( yAθAa)2
,
exp −
2(σ 2θCσ 2ε )

3

4

and
ˆ
r
f a (θAθ)Cε
.
ˆG 2
f
σ θCσ 2ε
¨
We thus obtain Holmstrom’s standard result
ˆ
σ 2θ
fa
cov θ, ˆ G 2
.
f
σ θCσ 2ε

1 2

(2.3)

And so, from (2.2),

ψ ′(a*)Gδ

σ 2θ
.
σ 2θCσ 2ε

Making the natural assumption that the cost function is strictly convex, we see that the
equilibrium is unique and that the effort a* increases when the performance becomes
more informative in the sense that the variance of the measurement error ε decreases.
Uniqueness of equilibrium does however rely on the fact that effort and talent enter
additively in the determination of output: as stressed in our companion paper (Dewatripont et al. (1999)), complementarity between effort and talent can lead to multiple equilibria. In this paper however, we shall restrict attention to comparative statistics around a
given equilibrium.
Remark. The Schwartz inequality
ˆ
f a ( yua*)
GE E[θ uy, a*] ·
cov θ, ˆ
f ( yua*)

1

2 3
o

Î

ˆ
f a ( yua*)
ˆ
f ( yua*)
ˆ 2
fa
var (t)·E ˆ .
f

12

4
(2.4)

allows us to obtain an upper bound on incentives as a function of wage variability: The
marginal incentive is bounded by the product of the standard deviation of (future) wages
and the square root of the Fisher information. This bound is increasing in information
since the more information, the larger both the Fisher information and the variance of
future wages (unless the upper bound is reached, this of course does not imply that the
marginal incentive is increasing in Fisher information). Equality holds if and only if there
areˆ scalars Aˆ and B and C (A and B having opposite signs) such that AE[θ uy, a*]C
B(f a ( yua*))yf ( yua*)GC. We will identify cases in which this bound is tight below.
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3. PRELIMINARIES: INFORMATION AND LIKELIHOOD RATIO
MARTINGALES

The rest of this paper is devoted to a study of the comparison of alternative information
structures in terms of marginal incentives. Equation (2.2) suggests that one of the key
factors in the comparison of information structures is the comparison of their likelihood
ratios. This section reminds the reader of some background material on likelihood ratio
martingales that will be used in later sections. In particular, it links the Blackwell, Lehman
and Fisher comparisons of information structures (from strongest to weakest) to the
properties of likelihood ratios. The following sections relate the three comparisons to
marginal incentives.
Blackwell information. The agent’s effort a determines the distribution of observable
statistics. These statistics constitute, in Blackwell’s terminology, experiments which proˆvide information about a. Suppose for instance that the statistic y with ˆmarginal density
f ( yua) is more informative than the statistic z with marginal density g(zua). Then, by
Blackwell’s
theorem, there exists a joint distribution for ( y, z) with marginal distributions
ˆ
f and gˆ such that y is sufficient for ( y, z). Thus, let us assume that there exists a conditional
density k(zuy) such that

#

ˆ
gˆ(zua)G k(zuy)f ( yua)dy.
(3.1) implies a martingale property for the (multivariate) likelihood ratios
ˆ
ˆ
ga (zua)
f a ( yua)
GE ˆ
z, a ,
ˆ
g(zua)
f ( yua)

3

* 4

(3.1)

(3.2)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint density k(zuy)f ( yua).
Lehman information. Requiring that the two statistics be ordered by Blackwell information guarantees the martingale condition (3.2), but is stronger than needed. For
instance, consider scalars yGaCε , and zGaCη . The statistics y and z constitute what
Lehman (1988) calls location experiments, and it is known that y is Blackwell more
informative than z if and only if η has the same distribution as ε Cζ for some other
random variable ζ with ε and ζ independently distributed. This implies for instance that
only a normally distributed y can be Blackwell more informative than a normally distributed z however concentrated or spread out the distributions are. However, condition (3.2)
can be shown to hold whenever y and z have monotone likelihood ratio5 and y is less
dispersed than z (see Proposition 3.1 below). The martingale condition is therefore a substantially weaker requirement than Blackwell information—it orders more experiments.
In many cases it will be natural to think in terms of effort increasing some statistic,
for instance sales, in some stochastic sense. We will often assume therefore that effort a
increases z in likelihood ratio; this is a common assumption stronger than first-order
stochastic dominance.
ˆ
Definition 3.1 (MLRP). Effort increases z if the marginal distribution g(zua) has an
ˆ
increasing likelihood ratio (ga yĝ is increasing in z).
5. The implication in Proposition 3.1 goes one way if only z has MLRP.
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Proposition
3.1 (Lehman (1988), Jewitt (1997)). Suppose that the marginal distriˆ
ˆ
butions f ( yua) and g(zua) satisfy MLRP. Then, the martingale condition,
ˆ
ˆ
ga (zua)
f a ( yua)
GE ˆ
z for all a and z,
ˆ
g(zua)
f ( yua)

1

*2

is equivalent to:
ˆ ˆ
(a) Kim (1995)’s comparison of local informations: The distribution of f a yf is a meanpreserving spread of the distribution of gˆa yĝ.
If we assume further a scalar statistic and effort, it is equivalent to
(b) Lehman (1988)’s criterion (comparison of Lorenz curves): For all a1Fa2 ,
ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ
F(F −1(zua2)ua1)nG(G −1(zua2)ua1) for all z.
Condition (b) can be written in a number of alternative ways (Lehman (1988), Jewitt
(1997)) including the following transformation criterion: There exists a function L (·, ·)
increasing in its two arguments such that
d

yGL (z, a).
The martingale condition (3.2) is useful in establishing the linear relationships between
likelihood ratios and conditional expectations which determine the cases of equality in the
Schwartz inequality (2.4). To see this, note that if we have, say zGϕ (θCa, ε ) for some
function ϕ and some noise variable ε , then observing the statistic yGθCa is clearly more
informative about a than observing z. Hence the martingale equation holds and with θ
normally distributed, we have
ˆ
ˆ
¯
ga
fa
yAy
z ,
ˆ GE ˆ z GE
2
g
f
σy

3 *4 3 *4

where f is the density of y and the second equality follows from the familiar properties of
normal distributions (or more generally linear exponential families). Hence,
r
gˆa
σ 2θ ˆ GE(θ uz)Aθ,
g
which establishes the linear relationship we sought.
Fisher information. If one is willing to restrict distributions to belong to specific
families (such as normal or exponential distributions), still weaker comparisons of information structures may suffice for comparing marginal incentives. A standard measure of
information, due to Fisher, is the expectation of the square of the likelihood ratio; namely,
y is more informative than z in the sense of Fisher if
ˆ
ˆ
ga (zua) 2
f a ( yua) 2
E ˆ
oE ˆ
.
g(zua)
f ( yua)

31

2 4 31

24

From Jensen’s inequality, the martingale condition (3.2) implies that y is Fisher more
informative than z, although the converse need not hold. From (2.2), it is clear that Fisher
information plays a central role when the posterior expectation of talent is linear in the
likelihood ratio, a fact that we will later exploit.
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4. SUFFICIENT STATISTICS

We are concerned with the effect of information on the supply of effort induced by implicit
¨
incentives. Holmstrom (1979) showed that in the explicit incentive (moral-hazard principal–agent) problem both effort and the reward of the agent depend only on a sufficient
statistic. This is a classic result which can be understood as follows. If y is sufficient for
( y, z) in estimating effort a, then the conditional distribution of z on y is independent of
a. Hence, once y is observed, effort cannot influence the distribution of z and there is no
benefit to the principal in making rewards depend on what the agent cannot influence.
In the implicit incentive problem, the relationship between what determines effort, what
determines (future) wages, and statistical sufficiency is more complicated. There are two
unobservables, a and θ, compared to only one in the explicit incentive framework, a.
Sufficiency results correspondingly arise for two reasons. The first is as in the explicit
incentive model. If conditional on y, the agent cannot influence the distribution of z, then
whether or not the market has z in addition to y to condition its inferences about future
productivity will be irrelevant to the effort choices of the agent. The second arises through
the market’s forming expectations about talent. If conditional on y, the market’s estimate
of the agent’s talent is independent of z, then the agent will have no incentive to manipulate the distribution of z through effort choices even if she is able to do so.
Definition 4.1 (Effort sufficiency). Let ( y, z, θ) have density h( y, z, θ ua). The
ˆ statistic
y is a sufficient statistic for ( y, z) when estimating a, if the marginal density h( y, zua) can
be factored as follows
ˆ
h( y, zua)Gm( yua)l ( y, z),
that is, if
h( y, z, θ ua)Gk(θ uy, z, a)m( yua)l ( y, z)
for some conditional densities k(θ uy, z, a) and m( yua), and density l ( y, z).
This is the classical definition of sufficiency and, once θ has been marginalized out
¨
of the density, is the same as used by Holmstrom (1979).
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that y is a sufficient statistic for ( y, z) when estimating a;
then making z observable when y already is does not alter marginal incentives.
Proof. Let h( y, z, θ ua) denote the joint density of ( y, z, θ) given a, and let f ( y, θ ua)
denote the marginal density of ( y, θ). We have
ˆ
h( y, zua)Gm( yua)l ( y, z),
implying
ˆ
ˆ
ha ma f a
ˆG G ˆ,
h m
f
and so
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ha
fa
ha
fa
cov θ, ˆ GE θ ˆ GE θ ˆ Gcov θ, ˆ . uu
h
h
f
f

1 2 1 2 1 2

1 2

Definition 4.2 (Talent sufficiency). The statistic y is sufficient for ( y, z) for expected
talent if E(θ uy, z, a)GE(θ uy, a).
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Note that this is implied by the stronger condition that the density take the form
h( y, z, θ ua)Gk(θ uy, a)l ( y, zua)
for some density l and conditional density k.
Proposition 4.2. If y is talent sufficient for ( y, z), then making z available when y
already is does not alter marginal incentives.
ˆ
ˆ
Proof. Letting f ( yua) and h( y, zua) denote the marginal densities of y and ( y, z),
respectively. The sufficiency condition,
E(θ uy, a)GE(θ uy, z, a),
implies that
ˆ
ˆ
ha ( y, zua)
ha( y, zua)
GE E(θ uy, a) ˆ
E E(θ uy, z, a) ˆ
h( y, zua)
h( y, zua)
ˆ
ha ( y, zua)
GE E(θ uy, a)E ˆ
y ,
h( y, zua)

3

4 3

4

3

3

* 44

which together with the martingale condition,
ˆ
ˆ
f a ( yua)
ha ( y, zua)
GE ˆ
y ,
ˆ
f ( yua)
h( y, zua)

3

*4

gives the result
ˆ
ha( y, zua)
GE E(θ uy, a)
E E(θ uy, z, a) ˆ
h( y, zua)

3

4 3

ˆ
f a ( yua)
.
ˆ
f ( yua)

4

(4.1) uu

Evidently neither the conditions in Propositions 4.1 or 4.2 are necessary: both results
are sufficient only. Proposition 4.1 implies that the sort of information irrelevant to incentives in a moral-hazard principal–agent context are also irrelevant in a career concerns
¨
context. However, since Holmstrom’s sufficient statistic result is a necessary and sufficient
one, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 together imply that there are statistics irrelevant in the career
concern model which would not be irrelevant in the principal–agent model.
5. INCENTIVES AND INFORMATION ORDER
5.1. A lemma
The impact of a Blackwell garbling on incentives is a priori less obvious. We first show
by means of examples that a Blackwell garbling of the information system may raise
welfare (unlike in the case of explicit incentives) and raise effort (unlike in the scalar
additive-normal career concerns model). We then demonstrate that under some regularity
conditions, a Blackwell garbling has an unambiguous (positive or negative) impact on
incentives.
Example 5.1. PassyFail. Reporting whether a student passed or failed an exam
rather than the grade amounts to garbling the information received by the ‘‘job market’’
(university committees, graduate schools, employers, . . .). In circumstances in which the
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student is likely to get a grade near the passyfail threshold, the passyfail system induces
more effort than a full disclosure of the grade.
This idea is easily illustrated by means of an example: Suppose that the student’s
grade is
yGθCa,
where θ ∈{0, 1, 5}. The three possible talents are equally likely. Effort is binary: a∈{0, 1}.
We assume that c(1)Ac(0)∈(1y3, 2y3).
Under full disclosure of the grade y, by exerting the high effort the student increases
her payoff only when θ G0. Hence the maximum expected gain from working hard is 1y
3, and therefore the student shirks under full disclosure. Consider next a passyfail system
where only z∈{pass, fail} is disclosed and in which the student obtains a pass if and only
if yn1. The shirking outcome is no longer an equilibrium: The ex post payoff under
shirking is then 23[(1C5)y2]G2 while that when working is equal to 3. By contrast, aG1
is the (unique) equilibrium effort: The payoff to working is then equal to 2 (for sure), and
the payoff to shirking is 4y3. Passyfail here raises the payoff of doing decently by pooling
average performances with superior ones.
Example 5.2. Effort increasing wear and tear. In this example, the principal’s payoff
is the difference between the agent’s unobservable marginal productivity (increasing in the
agent’s effort a) and the wear and tear of the machine the agent operates on. The agent’s
cost of effort is
c(a)G(kAa)2,
where kH0, so that the agent likes work up to a point. In the absence of observable
variable, the agent picks effort aGk.
Now introduce a single observable statistic z related to talent and effort—the ex post
condition of the machinery, that is minus its wear and tear (the agent’s marginal productivity is still unobserved). Let
zGθAaCε .
¨
be the ex post condition of the machinery. This is just a variant on the Holmstrom additive
normal model, but where effort shifts the distribution of z to the left instead of the right.
Because of career concerns, effort is reduced below k by the worker trying to pretend
that the machines are in good shape because of talent rather than lack of use. Releasing
information z therefore reduces incentives.
Effort incentives are created by the agent trying to shift upwards the distribution of
a random variable which will be interpreted by the market as good news for future productivity. Replacing a statistic x by one with less information T(x) will reduce effort if
outside of T but within x there are statistics whose distribution the agent can shift upwards
and which when greater will lead to an enhanced evaluation by the market about the
agent’s future productivity. More precisely, we have:
ˆ
Lemma 5.1. If for a statistic TGT(x), f a (xua)yf (xua) and θ are conditionally positively correlated (respectively, negatively correlated ) given T, marginal incentives are greater
(respectively lower) when the market has information T than when the market has information x.
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Proof. By the law of iterated expectations
ˆ
fa (xua)
E θ ˆ
GE E θ
f (xua)

3

4 33
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ˆ
f a (xua)
T .
ˆ
f (xua)

* 44

Hence, by the assumed conditional correlation
ˆ
ˆ
f a (xua) n
f a(xua)
E E[θ uT ]·E ˆ
T .
E θ ˆ
f (xua) (o)
f (xua)
ˆ
Denoting the marginal density of T as g(Tua) and using the martingale condition (3.2),
we have
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
f a(xua)
ga (Tua)
ga (Tua)
T GE E[θ uT]· ˆ
GE θ ˆ
. uu
E E[θ uT]·E ˆ
f (xua)
g(Tua)
g(Tua)

3

3

3

4

* 44 3

3

3

* 44

4 3

4

We now provide two applications of this lemma to the cases in which (a) x is a vector
and T(x) is a subvector obtained by deleting some components of x (inclusive information
systems), and (b) x is a scalar.
5.2. Inclusive information
Suppose that there are two (possibly multivariate) observables y and z. How do marginal
incentives differ when the full statistic xG( y, z) is reported and when only T(x)Gy is
reported? It is intuitive that if a given statistic y is already available, (i) the market’s
expectation of talent is increased when higher values of statistic z are observed and (ii) if
higher effort by the agent tends to increase that statistic (the MLRP property), then having
that statistic in the market information set enhances effort. On the other hand, if the
market’s expectation of talent is increasing in a statistic that is decreased by effort, then
having the statistic in the information set will reduce effort.
Consider the following conditions:
(a) z is good news for θ conditional on y (f (z, θ uy, a) is affiliated 6 in (z, θ) for each
( y, a))
(b) effort
increases z conditional on y
ˆ
(f (zuy, a) has MLRP in (z, a) for each y)
(™a) z is bad news for θ conditional on y
(letting φ ≡−θ, f (z, −φ uy, a) is affiliated in (z, φ ) for each ( y, a))
(™b) effort decreasesˆ z conditional on y
(letting b≡−a, f (zuy, −b) has MLRP in (z, b) for each y).
Definition 5.1. We say news and effort are similarly ordered for z conditional on y
if (a) and (b), or ( a) and ( b) hold, and oppositely ordered if (a) and (™b), or (™a)
and (b) hold.
Lemma 5.1 then implies:
6. In the case of a joint density on Rl, two random variables are affiliated if f (t∨t′ua)f (t∧t′ua)nf (tua)f (t′ua)
where tG(x, θ), t∨t′ is the component-wise maximum of t and t′ and t∧t′ is the component-wise minimum. If f
is positive and C 2, then, from Topkis’ theorem, affiliation is equivalent to ∂2 ln fy∂ti ∂tj n0 for all components
i≠j.
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Proposition 5.1 (Inclusive information). If effort and news are similarly ordered for
z, conditionally on y, then the marginal incentive is greater when the market has information
( y, z) than y alone. Similarly, if effort and news are oppositely ordered, then effort is greater
when the market has information y alone rather than ( y, z).
Example 5.3. Signal of talent. Start from an initial scalar signal y given by
yGθCaCε
and assume that ε is a logconcave independent noise. The added signal z about talent is
independent from a and ε and the density k(z, θ) is affiliated. So, z provides information
about θ but not about a.
f ( y, z, θ ua)Gh( yAθAa)k(z, θ),

#

ˆ
f ( y, zua)G h( yAθAa)k(z, θ)dθ Gm( yAa, z).
Evidently, given that z and θ are affiliated, condition (a) holds. However, if ε is logconcave
and (z, θ) are affiliated, then m( yAa, z) is affiliated, therefore condition (™b) holds. It
follows from Proposition 5.1 that marginal incentives are increased by reporting y alone
instead of ( y, z). Similarly, marginal incentives are increased by reporting y alone if z is
bad news for θ (then ( a) and (b) hold).
Example 5.4. Increased precision. Again consider a scalar signal
yGθCaCε ,
and suppose that another statistic z is informative about the noise ε . Specifically, let θ
have density k(θ) independent and (ε , z) have a joint density h(ε , z). For simplicity assume
h is logconcave in ε for each z and affiliated in (ε , z). Then
f ( y, z, θ ua)Gh( yAθAa, z)k(θ),

#

ˆ
f ( y, zua)G h( yAθAa, z)k(θ)dθ.
So, (™a) holds, and (™b) holds. It follows from Proposition 5.1 that marginal incentives
are increased by reporting ( y, z) instead of y alone. Note that marginal incentives would
also increase if z were bad news for ε (in which case (a) and (b) would hold).
5.3. Garbling a scalar performance
Example 5.1 (passyfail) is one in which incentives can be increased by coarsening a scalar
information available to the market. We investigate therefore conditions under which
incentives are not increased by any reduction of available information in the sense that

#

g(z, θ ua)G k(zuy)f (θ, yua)dy.

(5.1)

This is read as follows: y is available information; given a realization y, one adds noise
by generating a random variable z according to the conditional distribution k(zuy). This
definition means that there exists a joint distribution having the same marginal distributions as (z, θ) and ( y, θ) and such that the probability distribution of z conditional on
( y, θ) is independent of a and θ. Although natural, the condition is stronger than we need.
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Note that (5.1) implies that there exists a joint distribution with the following properties:
(i) the martingale condition holds and (ii) E[θ uy, z, a] independent of z. We know from
Section 4 that ( y, z) and y lead to the same marginal incentive. The question addressed
here is how the marginal incentives compare under y and under z?
2
Proposition 5.2. Assume that (i) y ˆ(a scalar)
ˆ and θ are affiliated (∂ ln f (θ, yua)y
∂θ ∂yH0), (ii) y is good news about effort ( f a ( yua)yf ( yua) is increasing in y), and (iii) (5.1)
holds; then the marginal incentive is higher when the market has information y than when it
has information z. That is, incentives are higher under y than under z.

Proof. Disclosing y is equivalent to disclosing {y, z} from (5.1). To apply Proposition 5.1 (disclosing z is dominated by disclosing ( y, z)), it suffices that y is good news for
θ given z and a increases y given z. But
f (θ, yuz, a)G

k(zuy)f (θ, yua) ∂2 ln f (θ, yuz, a) ∂2 ln f (θ, yua)
⇒
G
H0,
g(θ, zua)
∂θ ∂y
∂θ ∂y

and so condition (a) holds.
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Also, f a( yuz, a)yf ( yuz, a)Gf a ( yua)yf ( yua) is increasing in y and so condition (b)
holds. uu
Example 5.5. PassyFail with regularity conditions on densities. Let
xGθCaCε ,
with θ and ε having densities g(·) and h(·), and being independent and logconcave. Hence,
f (x, θ ua)Gh(xAθAa)g(θ) which is affiliated in (x, θ) for each a if ε is logconcave. x is the
sum of two logconcave random variables and therefore also logconcave. Hence
e f (x, θ ua)dθ Gk(xAa) satisfies the monotone likelihood ratio condition. Therefore, under
these conditions revealing grades is better than PassyFail. Note that without the logconcavity assumption it is not necessarily true that E[θ ux] is increasing.
6. FISHER INFORMATION AND EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES
¨
Most applications of Holmstrom’s (1982) model have assumed all random variables to be
normally distributed. As a consequence the bound (2.1) holds with equality and explicit
formulae become available. In this section we relax the normality assumption whilst
retaining sufficient traces of it to be able to use the weaker concept of comparisons of
¨
Fisher information. We thereby observe that the Holmstrom approach is valid in broader
contexts than the one it has been applied to.
6.1. Normally distributed talent
r
Consider first the additive scalar case yGθCaCε with θ∼ N(θ, σ 2θ ). Then, regardless of
the distribution of ε
ˆ
r
2 f a ( yua)
E[θ uy, a]GθCσ θ ˆ
.
(6.1)
f ( yua)
As with the Cramer–Rao lower bound, in the normally distributed talent case, the
bound (2.4) is therefore attained.
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Hence,
ˆ
ˆ
f a ( yua)
f a ( yua) ˆ
cov θ, ˆ
G E[θ uy, a] ˆ
f ( yua)dy
f ( yua)
f ( yua)
ˆ
f a ( yua) 2ˆ
f ( yua)dy
Gσ 2θ ·
ˆ
f ( yua)
ˆ
2
f a ( yua)
2
.
Gσ θ ·E ˆ
f ( yua)

1

2 #

#1

2

1

2

(6.2)

So, in this case the marginal incentive is simply given by the product of the variance of θ
and the Fisher information of the observed statistic. Note that since
ˆ
2
2
f a ( yua)
1
G 2 ·var (E[θ uy, a]),
E ˆ
f ( yua)
σθ

1

2 1 2

we can also write
ˆ
f a ( yua)
var (E[θ uy, a]) var (t)
G
G
.
cov θ, ˆ
f ( yua)
σ 2θ
σ 2θ

1

2

Therefore in equilibrium
var (t)Gc′(a*)· σ 2θ .
Remark. The above argument applies without modification when the agent’s performance (aCθ) is assessed with noise by n members of a jury
yi Gϕi (aCθ, ε i ),

iG1, . . . , m,

r
as long as θ∼ N(θ, σ 2θ ). The noises ε G(ε 1 , . . . , ε m) can be arbitrary with ε , θ independently
distributed.

6.2. Exponentially distributed talent, multiplicative effort
Let yGψ(aθ, ε ) with θ exponentially distributed with mean µ. Let xGaθ, the density of
ˆ
ˆ
x is given by g(xua)G(1yaµ) exp [−(xyaµ)]. Hence, ga yĝG(xAa µ)ya2µ G(θAµ)yaµ and
since x is evidently sufficient for y, and using the martingale property, we have
ˆ
f a ( yua)
E[θ uy, a]Gaµ ˆ
Cµ.
f ( yua)
Hence,
ˆ
f a ( yua)
GaµE
cov θ, ˆ
f ( yua)

1

2

1

ˆ
f a ( yua) 2
.
ˆ
f ( yua)

2

(6.3)

Notice that nothing in the derivation of this formula rests on the nature of the random
variable ε or the function ψ. Any other Blackwell garbling of x also leads to the formula.
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This means that for instance the incentive effects of information of the kind:

ψ(aθ, ε ) if some event (whose probability is independent of a) occurs

5ζ if the event does not occur

zG

can easily be compared with the incentive effects of the information yG ψ (aθ, ε ). [The
interpretation is that the market does not know whether the agent has actually pursued
the corresponding task. See our companion paper, Dewatripont et al. (1999), for a study
of ‘‘fuzzy missions’’.] Since z is clearly Blackwell less informative than y and both are
Blackwell less informative than x, we have
ˆ
ˆ
ha (zua) 2
ha (zua)
GaµE ˆ
,
(6.4)
cov θ, ˆ
h(zua)
h(zua)

1

2

1

2

and since Fisher information is order preserving with respect to Blackwell information
ˆ
ˆ
2
2
f a ( yua)
ha (zua)
nE ˆ
.
E ˆ
f ( yua)
h(zua)

1

2 1

2

Hence,
ˆ
ˆ
f a ( yua)
ha (zua)
cov θ, ˆ
ncov θ, ˆ
.
f ( yua)
h(zua)

1

2

1

2

6.3. Normally distributed noise
We can also apply the same method as in Section 6.1 to the case where rather than
bracketing effort and ability into a statistic with exponential family, one brackets ability
and noise into a statistic with exponential family. The implication is that rather than view
better information as being a more precise but manipulable signal, one views it as better
prior non-manipulable information about ability. The distinction is exemplified by considering yGaCθCε with ε normally distributed. We can bracket as yG(aCθ)Cε as
above, or yGθC(aCε ) as we do here. In this case, assuming Eε G0, and recalling7
ˆ
f a ( yua)
.
E[θ uy, a]GyAaAσ 2ε ˆ
f ( yua))
We have
ˆ
f a ( yua)
cov θ, ˆ
G E[E[θ uy, a]]
f ( yua)

1

ˆ
f a ( yua) ˆ
f ( yua)dy
ˆ
f ( yua)
ˆ
2
ˆ
f a ( yua) ˆ
2
f ( yua)dy
G yf a ( yua)dyAσ ε
ˆ
f ( yua)
ˆ
2
f a ( yua)
2
.
G1Aσ ε E ˆ
f ( yua)

2 #

#

#1

1

2

2

Again the comparison of Fisher informations suffices to compare marginal incentives.
7. This is a generalization of the ‘‘regression to the mode’’ result of Das and Mulder (1983). We are
grateful to Andrew Chesher for this reference. In the additive case, assuming unimodality of y, it states that the
expectation of the ‘‘second’’ observation of y conditional on the ‘‘first’’ is greater than the first when the first
lies below the mode.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper has developed a career concerns model with multiple tasks and general signals.
It has derived three main propositions on information systems. First, an agent’s implicit
incentives are not altered when only a sufficient statistic for the signal vector is disclosed.
Like in the principal–agent model, the sufficient statistic property is a corollary of the fact
that the agent’s reward is determined (endogenously in the implicit incentives model, by
design in the explicit incentives one) by the likelihood ratio. Second, given signal vectors
( y, z), disclosing y only reduces (increases) marginal incentives if signals z and efforts are
similarly (oppositely) ordered. Similar (opposite) ordering obtains either when z is good
news for talent conditional on y and efforts increase (decrease) z conditional on y, or when
z is bad news about talent conditional on y and efforts decrease (increase) z conditional on
y. Third, it may be possible to use the weaker concept of comparison of Fisher informations if one of the random variables has an exponential family distribution.
In our companion paper (Dewatripont et al. 1999), we apply the result that a
Blackwell garbling reduces effort incentives when news and effort are similarly ordered to
analyze several stylized facts about the functioning of Government agencies. We are able
to identify precise conditions under which agencies perform better when they are assigned
precise and clear missions, to paraphrase Wilson (1989)’s celebrated book on U.S. Government agencies. This paper also explains why agencies run by ‘‘professionals’’, with specific
skills and external career concerns, may perform better and acquire more autonomy from
their political principals.
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